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PART O8  COMBINED TRAINING COMPETITION 
 
A Combined Training Competition is a Combined Test Competition, which is described by PCASA as 
a competition comprising two of the three phases of a One Day Event, the show jumping and 
dressage phase. 
 
The same horse and rider must complete both phases. Elimination from one phase results in 
elimination from the whole competition. 
 
The heights for the jumping phase will be as per the One Day Event grades and rules. 
The dressage test to be ridden will be as per the One Day Event rules. 
 
A maximum of two grades can be ridden as per the PCASA rule book. (Grade plus one higher grade) 
 
The jumping test consists of one round of the set course. 
 

SCORING 
 
The total score is reached by adding together penalty marks incurred in each phase. 
The winner is the competitor with the lowest total penalty marks. 
 
Dressage scoring and penalties - (refer Part 3.4 page 63) 
Dressage scoring as per PCASA One Day Event Rules and specifics of dressage test being ridden  
 
Showjumping scoring and penalties:  
 
-First refusal:  4 penalties 
-Second refusal  8 penalties 
-Third refusal :  elimination 
- Crossing of tracks (this is counted as refusal)- 4 penalties 
- Knocking down an obstacle:  4 penalties 
- Fall of rider:  Elimination 
- Fall of horse:  Elimination 
- Error of course:  Elimination 
 
- For every second or commenced period of a second in excess of time allowed: 1 penalty 
- Exceeding the time limit (which is twice the time allowed):    Elimination 
 

 IN THE EVENT OF A TIE 

 
Should equal placing be achieved, placings are separated by applying the steps listed below in 
sequence until separation in achieved. 
- Showjumping penalties (total of errors and time penalty, if any) 
- Showjumping time closest (above or below) to the time allowed 
- Best percentage score in the dressage test 
- The higher dressage test collective marks total 
- If these marks are equal, the placing remains tied." 
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PART O9  3 PHASE ARENA EVENTING  

Competition comprises a dressage test & a two part jumping test 

Dressage tests  & scoring of those test as per normal eventing resulting in a penalty score. 

Jumping   heights & speeds as per chart below  

Scores worked out to a penalty bases using the point bases below  

Show Jumping 

-First refusal :   4 penalties 
-Second refusal  8 penalties 
-Third refusal :  elimination 
-Knocking down an obstacle:  4 penalties 
-Fall of rider/rider:  Elimination 
 

Cross country To follow immediately on from Show jumping, penalties below 

1st Refusal at XC obstacle 20 Faults  
2nd refusal at same XC obstacle 40 Faults  
3rd refusal at same XC obstacle: Elimination  
5th refusal over the XC course: Elimination 
Horse or Rider Fall:  Elimination 
 
Time is taken for both show jumping & cross country, added together to give total time  

Time Penalties 1 pen per sec or part of, either under or over opt time 

Distance & number of jumps allowed is the total distance/number of both Show Jumping & Cross 
Country  (for example  if 10 jumps in Show Jumping then a maximum of  15 jumps would be  allowed 
in Cross Country phase.) 
 
Dress – dressage as per PCASA rules for eventing dressage, jumping as per PCASA rules for cross 
country. 
 
No eventing points are awarded from this competition 
 
Refer to PCASA eventing rules for anything not covered on this page. 
 

 
Grade 

 
Height 

maximum 

Jumping 
Efforts 

Total length 
jumping phase 

Spread 
(maximum) 

Speed 
(optimum) 

Drop Fences 

Min Max Min Max Top Base One 
at: 

Rest 
at: 

1 1.05 15 25 1200 2500 1.15 1.80 325 1.60 1.20 

2 0.95 15 25 1200 2500 1.05 1.80 325 1.40 1.10 
3 0.80 15 25 1200 2500 0.90 1.50 300 1.10 0.90 

4 0.65 15 25 1200 2500 0.75 1.20 300 0.80 0.75 
5 0.50 15 25 1200 2500 0.60 0.90 275 0.60 0.55 

6 0.35 13 15 1200 2500 0.35 0.45 250 0.45 0.35 
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PART 10 SUPER CROSS 

General Conditions 

Comprises cross country and show jumping with no dressage phase. 

All eventing rules apply with the exception of following. 

Cross Country 

Each grade has four times that are of importance: 

1. Optimum Time: as per eventing. 

2. Target Time Band (TTB): is between the optimum time and less 20 seconds 

3. Minimum Time: is two minutes faster than the usual optimum time 

4. Maximum Time: is twice the usual optimum time. 

 

0.4 penalty points for every second or part thereof outside of the TTB will be added to the rider‟s 
score. However, 

A rider finishing below the minimum time or above the maximum time will be eliminated. 

      
EXAMPLE Course 2000m Speed 400m/m  

Min Time 3min Under 3 min  Elim 

Target Time Band 4min 40sec 
Over 3min & under  
4min 40 sec .4 per sec commenced 

Optimum Time 5min 
Between 4min 40sec & 
5min 

0 

Maximum Time 10min 

Over 5min & under 
10min 

.4 per sec commenced 

Over 10 min Elim 

 

In the event of a tie 

a) If the final scores after both cross country and show jumping have an equal total, the final 
placings will be determined on a count back in order of preference as follows: 

b) Cross country clear rounds – closest to the optimum time without time penalty 

c) Cross country with faults – the rider with the least faults and/or without two faults at a fence 

d) Cross country with equal faults but under optimum time- closest to optimum time 

e) Show jumping – clear round and no time penalties or least time penalties. 

f) After the count back, if scores remain tied, the equal placing will remain. 


